What does the word GOD mean to you?
What does the word GOD mean to you? Everything? Nothing? The field? That
which has no name? THY, The Infinite, Cosmic consciousness? Universal Love? The
Power of the Universal Force of connection and love? The Source of All that is? or just
‘Source.’ Which is a little culinary in my mind so I use the word GOD. For me, that’s
simple, comprehensive and embraces my, almost eighty years, of inner transformation and
integration. Can you use a word that suits you? e.g. ’THY’ is neutral.
What if GOD, THY will, is an evolutionary journey? Right here, right now?

Quantum Physics, whereby our emotions, thoughts and perceptions co create our
world in an ever-changing process, has shifted our identity. As we realise that we don’t just
live in the universe, the universe lives in us, the Quantum co creation story invites us to
consider, “Who am now?” “Am I really God stuff in a biodegradable earth body suit with
access to the whole Universe, All that is?
It is hard to believe, but did you know that people in the Western world were once
afraid of zero? Of nothing? They thought it dark, black, not good like light and day. Why? It
seems that the Greeks; Pythagorus, Aristotle, Ptolemy and the Roman-African
Saint Augustine, liked the idea of daylight and a perfect, logical Universe.
For a long time people in the Christian Western world looked on zero, nought,
nothingness, with aversion. At the same time, many ancient cultures of the East; Mayans,
Babylonians, Sumerians and Indians, actively explored Zero, Nothingness, the Infinite and
the VOID for almost a thousand years before the West did. They found infinity. For them,
nothingness was what the world came from and nothingness was the ultimate goal.

Zero 0, is the key to the whole language of numbers. Add zero to a number and it
won’t become bigger. Subtract zero from a number and it won’t become smaller. Zero sits in
the centre of the number line between the minus numbers and the plus numbers. Between
Creator AND Destroyer.
“The method of the Indians surpasses any known method. It’s a marvellous method.
They do their computations using nine figures and the symbol zero.”
The Italian Mathematician Fibonacci 1,200AD.
By 1277 religious leaders had decided that God was not limited by logic.

They accepted zero and
Nothingness as part of the
creative process of our world.
Our evolution. Today scientists
believe that the Universe arose
from Nothing and will return to
Nothing. Infinite. Eternal.
“If the doors of perception were
cleansed, everything would
appear as it is, Infinite”



William Blake

A story was waiting. It was
without form.

